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On 21 March 2018, ACTIVATE! Change Drivers, the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation and Africa Unite commemorated Human Rights 
Day by hosting a Gender Based Violence and Human Rights Imbizo at Phillipi Village in Phillipi, Cape Town. The Imbizo sought to create an enabling 
platform for a broad spectrum of thought-leaders, activists and other key decision-makers to critically engage the pressing  question of gender based 
violence from a human rights perspective.

THE IMBIZO 

WORD OF MOUTH 

Just as communities worked 
collaboratively to advance the 
human rights of the LGBTIQA+ 

community in post-apartheid South 
Africa; we have a moral obligation to 
contribute towards the struggle for 
the recognition of rights of the most 

vulnerable in society including 
sexual and reproductive rights. We 
must as a matter of principle, learn, 

unlearn and relearn that which 
makes us human in order to 

contribute meaningfully towards the 
course for the transformation of 

society for the public good.

Zilungile Zimela 

It is important for us to 
reflect on the lessons of the 

Sharpville Massarce in our quest to 
address modern day human rights 

challenges.

On 21 March 1960, ordinary people 
rose in unison to 

proclaim their rights. 21 March has 
become an iconic date in our 

country’s history that we 
commemorate as Human Rights 

Day as a reminder of our rights and 
the cost paid for our treasured 

human rights.

Lezerine Mashaba

Criminalisation of sex 
work 

infringes upon a sex 
worker’s rights to 
equality, privacy, 

human dignity and 
bodily integrity as 

enshrined in the Bill of 
Rights

Pam Ntshakula  

Through the She 
Conquers Campaign, 
we are partnering with 

communities to 
empower girls to take 
charge of destiny to 
become the women 

they want to be.  

Hasina Subedar   

WHAT CAME OUT FROM THE IMBIZO 
Key recommendations would be to use this feedback to further develop objectives and indicators for future Imbizo’s focusing on inclusivity. 
Participants recommended inviting more LGBTQI, disabled, community leaders, and government and policy stakeholders as well as other 
members from marginalized communities. Of course, it might not be realistic to always reach all these groups, however, having a clear 
understanding of what these targets are would be beneficial. I would also recommend reviewing the questionnaire tool for future Imbizo’s to better 
match the content and short term outcomes such as sharing best practices. 
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NET FOLLOWERS GAINED
MARCH

Replies                              6

Retweets                          83

Likes                                 92

Total engagement          594

Retweets & comments    11

Total Organic Impressions 23,429     

130.4%
Organic Impression increase

Since previous date range
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Culture, race and 
geography all play a 
part in colouring the 
LGBT experience.   

•Additionally to the success of our Gender Based Violence 
Imbizo in collaboration with The Institute for Justice and 
Reconciliation & Africa Unite: we did well on Twitter and 
gained a lot of traction and engagement.
    
•We earned 23,429 *impressions.

•Impressions: are the number of times a post from our Page 
is displayed. Users may see multiple impressions of the same 
post. For example, if someone sees a Page update in News 
Feed and then sees that same update when a friend shares it, 
that would count as 2 impressions.

•Reach: is the number of people who received impressions of 
a Page post. Reach might be less than impressions because 
one person can see a post multiple times. For example, if a 
person sees a Page update in News Feed and then sees that 
same update when a friend shares it, that would represent a 
reach count of one.
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